Below Grade Vapor Retarder Using the Moistop Ultra® family of products

This illustration shows a typical installation condition. Please consult your design professional and Fortifiber’s installation guide at www.Fortifiber.com for complete installation details.

Fortifiber’s full line of Vapor Retarders provide you with the highest quality protection available for your building budget.

Properly sloped exterior grade
Below Grade Waterproofing

Properly prepared exterior and interior drainage systems
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Call 1-800-773-4777 for Technical Assistance

Fortifiber Building Systems Group
Protecting Your World from the Elements®

MOISTOP ULTRA 15
UNDERSLAB VAPOR RETARDER
-1,956 sq. ft. rolls (144” x 163’), center-folded
-15 mil thickness
-Exceeds ASTM E-1745 Class “A”, “B”, and “C” Standards

MOISTOP ULTRA 10
UNDERSLAB VAPOR RETARDER
-2,940 sq. ft. rolls (168” x 210’), center-folded
-10 mil thickness
-Exceeds ASTM E-1745 Class “A”, “B”, and “C” Standards

MOISTOP ULTRA 6
UNDERSLAB VAPOR RETARDER
-1,995 sq. ft. rolls (180” x 133’), center-folded
-6 mil thickness
-Exceeds ASTM E-1745 Class “B” and “C” Standards